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INTRODUCTION 
While there is a growing stream of research on academic mak-
erspaces, developing a rich and deep understanding of the 
practices and interactions in these spaces is arduous because 
of their situated and dynamic nature. Previous studies [1, 2, 3] 
have used traditional social science approaches – quantitative, 
qualitative and mixed-methods – including surveys, inter-
views, and observations. To complement these methods, us-
age data has been collected through ID card readers, sign-in 
apps, and university data [4]. For example, the Invention Stu-
dio at Georgia Tech created a User Management System 
(SUMS), to record user data and usage statistics. The 
browser-based system helped them understand who was vis-
iting the Invention Studio and what resources they were using 
[5]. All these methods combined provide plentiful data about 
foot traffic and machine use in academic makerspaces. Yet, 
they do not allow us to visualize to develop a temporal and 
dynamic visualization of these practices. This paper explores 
an alternative method to the traditional evaluative methods. 
More specifically, our research question is, how can we de-
velop tangible methods to complement traditional methods in 
order to visualize practices in a makerspace?  
Inspired by design research [6, 7, 8] and recent research on 
tangible representations [9, 10,11], we built a research tool to 
capture practices dynamically in an academic makerspace. 
Based on our previous research, we adapted CAIRN, a re-
search tool developed to study interactions in a FabLab in 
Paris [12]. In this paper, we present our adaptation of CAIRN 
for the NYU MakerSpace – its characteristics and how we de-
veloped it. Through observations from an initial deployment, 
we evaluate the tangible approach we explored with CAIRN 
and show the potential it has to complement existing methods 
for research on academic makerspaces, as well as its role as a 
reflective tool to engage users in the space.  

MOTIVATION AND INSPIRATION 
Collecting and analyzing user data is an integral part of aca-
demic makerspaces’ mission, as it helps faculty and staff un-
derstand and analyze usage and improve resource offerings. 
Using ID card readers, sign-in apps, and other data about vis-
itors [4, 5] provides important data on the foot traffic and us-
age of some of the machines. However, these data do not pro-
vide any information on the specific activities users engage 
in. There may be many students in the space, but they might 
come to do their homework or hang out with friends instead 
of working on projects and making. Even if you have data on 
machine usage, you do not know what the users are doing with 

the machines: is it a small personal project (e.g. 3D printing a 
key chain for a friend), building a prototype for a class project, 
or for an extra-curricular project? In previous research, in-
cluding our own, one way to address these issues has been to 
use surveys to ask students about their motivation for being in 
the space and their practices when there. These provide some 
useful insights (and allow makerspace managers and re-
searchers to access a broad range of students), but they tend 
to be limited in terms of the contextual details they provide; 
they are retrospective. Interviews complement surveys by 
providing more contextual information on the type of projects 
and the dynamics of use (e.g. how a project unfolded in time, 
what were the turning points in the project evolution and what 
resources – machine, training, coaching – were used at these 
different moments). Some studies have included observations 
in order to unearth the multiplicity and diversity of practices 
within a makerspace over time. While ethnographic-informed 
research (observations and interviews) provides a rich view 
on makerspace practices, findings are deep dives on specific 
individuals, moments, or areas of the space and don’t neces-
sarily allow for a holistic view of patterns in space and time.  
Our 18 months of research in the New York University Mak-
erSpace (located in the Engineering school and open to stu-
dents from all schools), where we used a mixed-method ap-
proach combining use data (school ID swipes that gave us vis-
itors’ major, school, gender, time of visit, and their school 
year), survey data (a survey sent to users of the space every 
semester), interviews and observations (one graduate student 
and a faculty member have been doing ethnographic inspired 
research in the space), led to the collection of a diverse source 
of data [13]. While our ongoing research provided us with rich 
insights, it also led to questions regarding practices enacted in 
the space. In particular, we were interested in better under-
standing the type of practices students were involved in 
(learning, sharing, making, etc), uncovering the type of pro-
jects that they were working on, and assessing the amount of 
collaboration between students in the space. We were also cu-
rious to see if we could gain some insights on the localization 
of the users in the space and how this connected with specific 
activities.  
Interviews and observations helped us understand better stu-
dents’ motivations for using the space (i.e. the kind of projects 
they were working on) and how much social interactions took 
place (individual vs. group work). We realized that we did not 
have a good research method to understand situated practices 
for specific individuals at certain point in space and time. To 
address that last question, in Fall 2017, we tried to develop – 
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through rigorous and daily observations and coding of loca-
tion during specific times – a “heat map” of the space (i.e. a 
graphical color-based representation of the number of people 
at a certain location at a certain time). The aim was to analyze 
the use of machines and resources. While the heat map gave 
us some ideas on the space use, the process was cumbersome, 
and the activities were hard to track. 
We therefore turned to research on tangible visualizations [9, 
10, 11] and cultural probes [6, 7, 8]. The growing body of re-
search exploring tangible representations of data aim to build 
physical objects in order to materially visualize data and make 
these data easier to analyze. Some researchers have proposed 
the concept of embedded data representations, defined as “the 
use of visual and physical representations of data that are 
deeply integrated with the physical spaces, objects, and enti-
ties to which the data refers” [9]. The concept of embedded 
data representation seemed a very promising approach as it 
allowed us to represent data integrated with the physical space 
and objects involved (in our case, machines). However, it fo-
cused more on the representation of the data than on the col-
lection. Design researchers have experimented with different 
ways to collect data from everyday life in an unobtrusive and 
possibly engaging manner. For example, cultural probes are 
research tools that are created by designers to invite users to 
share insights about their experiences and practices [6, 8]. In 
a public space context, VOXBox, “a tangible system for gath-
ering opinions on a range of topics in situ at an event through 
playful and engaging interaction” was designed to invite vis-
itors to answer questions about their experience and the events 
in a more interactive and engaging ways than traditional sys-
tems [11].  

 
Fig.1 Traditional Cairn in Nature 

CAIRN, which is our main inspiration for the research tool 
presented in this paper, borrows both from design research 
and the literature on tangible visualizations. It was developed 
to help the managers of a FabLab in Paris better understand 
practices in the space, an understanding that traditional sur-
veys did not allow them to gather [12]. The name of the re-
search tool developed by Gourlet and Dassé [12] comes from 
the Scottish Gaelic càrn (plural càirn). A cairn is a human-
made pile of stones, often built as a memorial or landmark 
(see Figure 1).  
CAIRN is a tangible and interactive structure that aims to col-
lect and visualize data by creating an engaging experience. 
Paris FabLab visitors were invited to materialize their activi-
ties in the space using pegs and small colored wooden tiles 

placed on a flat surface that was structured around time spent 
in the space. As visitors created their own individual “cairns”, 
they collectively produced, and possibly reflected upon, a rep-
resentation of their practices in the FabLab. 
CAIRN, as a tangible apparatus to collect, visualize and ana-
lyze data about practices and activities in a makerspace, 
seemed a great tool to complement our current data collection. 
In particular, it could provide us with an understanding of 
both individual and collective practices in a situated and dy-
namic fashion. Moreover, the collective and interactive aspect 
could perhaps trigger informal interactions within the Mak-
erSpace, which was something we have been trying to nur-
ture, in line with research on makerspaces showing the im-
portance of community for successful makerspaces [3, 14]. 

DESIGNING AND BUILDING CAIRN 
We decided to take the original CAIRN as a model. The au-
thors explicitly invited other researchers to experiment with 
their original design and made open source all of the design 
files. We adapted it to the context of our space and to our spe-
cific research questions based on our previous research.   

A. REINTERPRETING CAIRN IN AN ACADEMIC MAKERSPACE 
Grounded on that previous research, we first determined the 
questions we wanted to explore with CAIRN. The original 
CAIRN had 7 dimensions and 26 activities. We thought this 
would be too many for our users to navigate. We therefore 
reduced the number of activities to twelve, organized in four 
dimensions. The first dimension “I am here for” aims to un-
cover the motivation for being in the space: for a project, for 
an event, by curiosity, or to hang out.  The second and third 
dimensions distinguish between the mode of engagement – 
digital, with a computer, or physical, with a machine. Some 
of the work in the MakerSpace involves using computers (e.g. 
using Illustrator on the desktops for laser cutting), but we also 
noticed a lot of students on laptops. We wanted to better un-
derstand these digital practices. For each mode of engage-
ment, there are three activities: “I made”; “I learned”; and “I 
shared”. The last two dimensions are central to the educa-
tional mission of the MakerSpace and something that we 
wanted to explore further. Last, because collaboration was 
also an important value in our MakerSpace, we added a di-
mension for the mode of working (“I worked…”): “alone; on 
a team” (see Figure 2 for an image of the different dimen-
sions). We also thought that students coming to brainstorm or 
have a meeting with their team could then select “in a team” 
even if they could not select any activity on the computer or 
machine. 

 
Fig.2 Dimensions and Activities to Visualize 

Our second main reinterpretation of the original concerned 
the shape and level of abstraction of the apparatus. In other 
words, how abstract or representative of the space it should 
be. The original CAIRN was not representative of the space 



  

and instead invited participants to reflect on the temporal di-
mensions (i.e. how long they had spent in the space). While 
we found this temporal dimension useful (and we indeed in-
cluded it in our final design), we thought that the abstract na-
ture of the apparatus would make it too complex for students 
to interact with. Moreover, we wanted to stay close to the con-
cept of embedded data representation [9] and thus represent 
the data integrated with the physical space. We thought it 
would increase the chance of users to participate while mak-
ing the analysis easier. We therefore decided to map the dif-
ferent areas of the NYU MakerSpace on the surface of 
CAIRN. For each of these areas, we provided temporal lines: 
“first time”, “1-4hours”, “5-10 hours”, “11-15 hours” and 
“16+ hours.” The Illustrator file to engrave the CAIRN is 
shown in Figure 3. The shape of the original CAIRN was aes-
thetically pleasing, and the apparatus evoked a coffee table. 
While we wanted to make sure that our reinterpreted CAIRN 
was aesthetically pleasing and inviting too, we needed a more 
rectangular shape in order to map the space. We eventually 
chose a rectangular shape with rounded corners. Rather than 
a coffee table, we used the metaphor of a communal table 
where people could stand with the aim to create an engaging 
and fun experience.  

 
Fig.3 CAIRN Tabletop Final Version Illustrator File 

B. MAKING THE TABLE 
As with any design, we moved from conceptualizing, sketch-
ing, and prototyping, with some of these phases overlapping. 
For example, after sketching versions on paper we started 
working on digital prototypes using Adobe Illustrator. As we 
designed the visual of the different activities, we realized that 
we had too many dimensions and it forced us to go back to 
our previous findings and redefine the activities and questions 
we wanted to investigate with CAIRN. 
The majority of the prototyping work for the surface has con-
sisted of engraving and cutting our surface design onto the 
wood tabletop. We originally prototyped the surface on a 
large piece of cardboard, and subsequently prototyped on a 
full-scale 2’x4’ piece of plywood. These iterations are dis-
played in Figure 4. In order to engrave and cut the table, we 
prepared our final design in Adobe Illustrator to send to a Uni-
versal Laser Systems machine. 
Figure 5 displays the CAIRN apparatus surface, which maps 
the four main areas of the MakerSpace. The surface is regu-
larly drilled so that users can create cairns representing their 
activities in the space by using colorful acrylic pieces of dif-
ferent shapes and pins. Users of the space are invited to en-
code their motivation (for coming to the space), their practices 

(making, learning and sharing) and interactions (alone vs. 
with others) as situated in time and space.  

  
Fig.4 CAIRN Prototyped on Cardboard and Plywood 

 
Fig.5 CAIRN Apparatus 

VISUALIZING AND ANALYZING PRACTICES WITH 
CAIRN 

The CAIRN tangible apparatus was installed in the Mak-
erSpace on April 16, 2018. We plan to systematically collect 
data until May 11, 2018. It was installed in a location close to 
the entrance, so that students pass by CAIRN when coming 
in, and most importantly, when leaving. We selected an area 
where the tangible apparatus can fit while still leaving room 
for users to stand by and interact with the table. On the pillar 
next to CAIRN, there is a poster that provides participants 
with background information and simple instructions on how 
to interact with the apparatus, shown in Figure 6. This poster 
was designed to be attractive and easy to read to invite stu-
dents to take a few minutes on their way out to build their 
individual cairns.   

 
Fig.6 View of CAIRN in the MakerSpace 



  

We are collecting data in three different ways: (1) regular 
counting of the individual cairns (location in time and space 
and composition); (2) observations and intercepts of users 
making individual cairns; (3) aerial views of the apparatus 
with camera recordings and still images.  
We originally planned to “reset” the apparatus every 4-7 days 
and use this as an opportunity to count and analyze all the 
cairns. At the end of the first day, one row in one area was 
completely full. We therefore decided to “dynamically” reset 
each time one row is full or nearly full, to avoid having people 
not building a cairn because of lack of space. We keep track 
of each reset. There were 24 resets in total. We have been try-
ing to balance between having an empty surface, which might 
prevent people from starting to engage, and a crowded sur-
face, which might also limit engagement.  
There is a webcam above the table facing down to capture a 
live video feed of people interacting with the table. It is pro-
grammed to take a photo once it detects motion around the 
table, then to take photos at one, three, and five minutes later. 
In future iterations, we plan to process the video using an 
openCV library to count how many tiles of a certain color 
have been placed, for example, or in what regions most people 
have placed their cairns. 
In this paper, we present an exploratory analysis of the first 
15 days of data collected. In total, we collected 251 individual 
cairns that we analyzed in terms of their different components 
and location in time and space. The first and third authors 
spent about 24 hours (on average 2 hours a day) in the space 
to observe the use and interactions with and around CAIRN. 
These observations, sometimes including intercepts with peo-
ple making their cairns or simply explaining the project and / 
or how to make a cairn, were a useful complement to the anal-
ysis of cairns. We are planning to analyze the videos and pho-
tos collected during the summer. We are still exploring ways 
to keep collecting data during the summer as the MakerSpace 
will be open but the activity will be less intense. 
A. INTERPRATION OF THE COLLECTIVE REPRESENTATIONS 
OF PRACTICES IN THE SPACE 
Collectively the cairns built displayed the three most popular 
areas of the MakerSpace: the laser cutter area (61 cairns built), 
the Greenhouse area, a co-working space for team work and 
ideation (61 cairns) and the 3D printer area (55 cairns built). 
We also learned that teamwork was frequent; 138 cairns men-
tioned working in teams in contrast to 79 working alone, and 
38 not mentioning team vs. alone. This insight was important 
for us as during observations, we were not always able to 
know for sure if people were working together (or simply 
hanging out). This was an important question for us as we 
tried to trigger and nurture collaboration among students.  
Another question we had when we started this project was the 
motivations for students to come to the space. The cairns we 
collected reflected a high preference for “projects”: 190 cairns 
referred to projects. While we don’t know what students mean 
by projects – class, personal, or extra-curricular – it still re-
flects their understanding of the MakerSpace as a place to 
work on activities with some goals rather than hanging out. It 
is worth noting that only 10 people mentioned that they came 

for an event while we know that many more people came for 
events during the two weeks. A great proportion of people at-
tending events are not regular users from the space and alt-
hough an announcement was made inviting people to stop by 
CAIRN as they were leaving, it seems that many just left. 

 
Fig.7 Cairns Made in the Metal & Woodshop and Electrical Fab Areas 

As an academic makerspace, we aim to make the space a place 
for making but also for learning and sharing. We were there-
fore very happy to find 69 instances of sharing, 63 of learning, 
and 114 of making. While CAIRN does not allow us to un-
pack further the kind of sharing and learning, the fact that stu-
dents describe their practices as learning and sharing is im-
portant, as it shows that they associate the space with those 
practices. In terms of time spent in the space, most cairns were 
built in the 1-14 hours dimensions, highlighted in Figure 7. 
Still, 14 cairns were built in the 16+ hours. These data allowed 
us to get a better sense of the time users spent in the time, an 
insight our previous research (both quantitative and qualita-
tive) did not allow to gather. In future research, we plan to 
explore further the practices of extreme users of the space – 
those who chose 16+ hours.  

B. ANALYSIS OF SELECTED CAIRNS 
Complex cairns were determined to be those with more than 
three tiles. In total, 27 of these were built during our observa-
tion period. These complex cairns are particularly interesting 
because they show the reflective process of the users who 
built them. 

 
Fig.8 Individual Complex Cairn (Top) 

The cairn on the top of Figure 8 was particularly complex as 
it included tiles from all categories from on a computer and 
on a machine. When one of the researchers discussed with the 
person who made this cairn, the student explained that she 



  

was working on a project with her team and that she did en-
gage in all three practices - making, learning, and sharing – 
both on a machine and a computer. As she was talking to the 
researcher, she ended up building two other cairns reflecting 
on her practices during her two previous visits in the space.  

 

 
Fig. 9 Complex Cairns in the 3D Printer Area 

Figure 9 shows a complex cairn (on the left of the image) in-
dicating that someone had spent 5-10 hours in the 3D printer 
area. The three colors of tiles (making, sharing, and learning) 
were included and the person was working with her / his team 
on a project. We noticed that that person used two tiles of the 
same shape (yellow colored making on a computer tile). We 
were not able to interview the person who built that cairn but 
as we noticed a few other cairns with two pieces of the same 
shape and color, we wondered if people were not trying to 
indicate the intensity or the duration of their activity. This 
seems probable in light of another behavior we noticed in sev-
eral cases: people were building a cairn with a circle tile for 
“working alone” and one for “in a team”. A person who built 
one of these explained that she started working in a team and 
then continued working along. This suggests that participants 
tend to build a single cairn for each visit and interpret each 
cairn as a narrative in time, which include all their activities.  

C. REFLECTIVE AND COMMUNITY PRACTICES THAT 
EMERGED AROUND THE CAIRN APPARATUS 
Beyond the specific data about the practices in the space ma-
terially embodied in the physical cairns, the conversations that 
emerged about and around CAIRN were insightful. We ob-
served multiple cases where one person might stop by and that 
would trigger one or two others to stop (Figure 10). As they 
built their cairns, they discussed their activities in the space 
and the meaning of CAIRN.  

 
Fig.10 Group of Students Discussing Their Practices 

In one instance as a student, on his way out, stopped and 
started building a cairn. Two other students passed by (one 
was a TA in the MakerSpace) and the TA told the student 
making a cairn, “Oh, you’re making a cairn.” As his compan-
ion seemed surprised, the TA explained how CAIRN worked. 
Pointing to an area, the TA said, “this morning it was all full” 
and added “they regularly take them out when it’s full.” The 
first student joined the conversation and they started discuss-
ing some cairns. For example, pointing at one cairn the TA’s 
friend exclaimed: “16 hours!” The TA referred to another sit-
uation where someone stayed for a long time in the space to 
work on a project. He then described CAIRN as a physical 
survey, which was an idea that the first student really liked. 
The TA then explained to his friend that “it was made here.” 
As his friend seemed surprised, the TA, insisted: “yes, we 
made it. We used the laser cutter and [pointing at the wood-
shop area] we made the legs over there” (excerpts from ob-
servation notes, April 17, 2-3 PM).  
The vignette described above illustrates the potential that 
CAIRN has for community building. The TA was very proud 
of having contributed to CAIRN, and he was seen several 
times encouraging students standing by CAIRN or on their 
way out to build their cairn, helping them when needed. We 
also observed some regulars in the space who would take the 
time to explain to their friends the process. Usually these were 
people to whom one of us had explained what CAIRN was 
about. While this is only emerging, we believe that it has the 
potential to nurture conversations and reflections on work 
practices.  In our future work, we are planning to explore this 
dimension further.  
D. CHALLENGES AND NEXT STEPS 
CAIRN has been in the space for about two weeks, and we 
have been faced with several challenges to address in the fu-
ture. First, while we did collect more than 251 cairns in 11 
days, they are not representative of all the users in the space. 
It is important to stress that by definition design research tools 
do not aim to provide a comprehensive statistical perspective. 
A design research stance is interpretative and constructivist in 
nature [8]. We believe the data we collected illuminates many 
of aspects of the practices in the space that other methods did 
not allow us to understand. We are currently exploring the 
best way to interpret the different sources of data – cairns, ob-
servations and intercepts, videos and still images.  
A few days after CAIRN’s installation, we observed that it 
has become a beacon in the space and that many people stood 
by it either to wait for someone, or to have an informal con-
versation. Yet, and despite our efforts, it has been difficult to 
engage the visitors and we experimented with the location of 
the tangible apparatus (we tried four locations) and added an 
extra poster with some FAQs (e.g. you can build more than 
one cairn for a visit to the space; you need to build a cairn at 
the end of each of your visit and not “once and for all”). We 
found that these changes did not have a major impact and we 
put the table back to its original location. More time for peo-
ple to be used to CAIRN might be needed.   
While we tried to make our design as self-explanatory as pos-
sible and simplify it, our apparatus was still quite complex to 
interpret and often required some explanations. For our next 



  

version, we are planning to explore ways to make it easier to 
interpret. We are also curious to see if after leaving CAIRN 
for several months in the MakerSpace, it will become easier 
for people to interpret it, especially as regulars help new com-
ers.  
As we have started analyzing the data produced with CAIRN 
in this iteration, we are keeping track of the challenges we are 
facing in order to inform our next iteration of CAIRN. Based 
on what we learn from this first version of CAIRN in our 
MakerSpace, we plan to develop a digital component to aug-
ment the physical CAIRN, which might include projection 
mapping, motion detection, and computer vision to process 
the data.  

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION  
In this paper we describe the design and making of CAIRN, a 
tangible data representation of practices in an academic mak-
erspace. An iterative design process based on our previous 
findings on practices and activities in an academic mak-
erspace and inspired by a tangible apparatus developed to 
study a Paris FabLab was followed. Our exploratory analysis 
of CAIRN data show how they can complement our current 
mixed method approach and answer some pending questions 
regarding the temporal use of the space, modes of working 
(individual vs. collaborative) and types of activities (making, 
learning, and sharing). We plan to use these insights to iterate 
on current programming, add resources, and create design in-
terventions to encourage collaboration and sharing in the 
MakerSpace. For example, the findings about the learning and 
sharing taking place in the space will inspire our planning of 
the programming in the fall.  
CAIRN is not only a research tool to collect and visualize data 
but it also embraces our MakerSpace’s collaborative and 
community-centered ethos. Indeed, because of its interactive 
and playful dimensions, CAIRN is representative of the 
Maker mindset, defined as playful, growth-oriented, collabo-
rative [14]. As illustrated by the conversations generated 
around CAIRN, it is symbolically meaningful (and hopefully 
inspiring for users of the MakerSpace) to see that we are mak-
ing a research tool to study making practices. Regulars in the 
space (including TAs) were proud of the apparatus that new 
visitors often noticed and described as a piece of aesthetic de-
sign. In the fall, we are planning to engage more the TAs and 
regular users to champion the use of CAIRN. 
This work contributes to the growing literature exploring the 
tangible representation of data and proposes a method to tan-
gibly and dynamically study practices in academic mak-
erspaces that can complement traditional evaluative methods. 
Recent research has focused on developing data management 
systems with the least intervention while measuring the num-
ber of users entering the space [2, 5]. In contrast, this paper 
proposes an alternative approach, which rather than eliminat-
ing intervention, invites users to intentionally produce data by 
reflecting on their practices as they are in the space and close 
to the moment of action. The tangible visualization of indi-
vidual practices will create a collective representation that 
might unveil patterns that are not shown by traditional meth-
ods. We hope that the collective co-creation will nurture a 
sense of community among users of the MakerSpace and that 

the dimensions proposed will prompt them to reflect on the 
mission of the MakerSpace – that is, to offer users a physical 
location where they can access resources, share, work on pro-
jects, collaborate, and build [15] – and in some cases reframe 
their perceptions and motivations.  
While we acknowledge some of the limitations of tangible in-
teractive methods like CAIRN, we believe that using tangible 
interactive systems for research on academic makerspaces can 
generate new and valuable insights for managers and design-
ers of makerspaces as well as enrich our theoretical under-
standing of situated practices. Rather than choosing one 
method or another, we suggest that each of these methods, 
with its different level of interaction with the user and the dif-
ferent amount of information it collects, serves different pur-
poses. CAIRN offers a method to visualize practices in a mak-
erspace, which can be a powerful complement to other ap-
proaches. Indeed, visualization is useful to communicate and 
represent data because it builds upon our perceptual cognition 
[16].  It is important to note that we are not claiming that the 
data produced using CAIRN can replace any of the data col-
lected with traditional evaluation methods, especially surveys 
and data management system. Our epistemic stance in this re-
search is interpretative and in line with design research, we 
consider that “one key ingredient of the designerly ways of 
doing research is that they involve creative acts of making” 
[8, p. 6]. 
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